
We didn’t make much money last year but we didn’t lose any either. Last
year’s total sales were similar to the years 2018 and 2019 but profits were
not the same. We look forward to year 2023 as we plan budgets with Sales
and Marketing initiatives. This is a very important time of year for
salespeople as most of our customers also plan their budgets now for
upcoming machinery purchases. We know several customers who have
put new ELSNER machines in their 2023 budgets. 

Our sales team has been busy attending trade shows and traveling to visit
customers. There are some innovative quotations being presented to
customers to meet their needs. Conversations are all about automation to
limit the amount of human interaction necessary to make their products.  

It is time to start filling some of the roles that have temporary people in
them like Lisa, Rob and Stratis. I will be focused on finding the right people
over the next few months. We are also looking to implement raises early
next year, the January newsletter will have more details on this, if not
before.

Enjoy Thanksgiving with your family. I know that I’m thankful for each and
every one of you!

-Bert

Our Vision:
As the worldwide choice for
converting machinery, we will
leverage teamwork, accountability,
and craftsmanship to exceed
customer expectations and build
brand loyalty.

Our Mission:
Innovative converting machinery,
second to none.

Our Core Values:
Succeed Together, Customer
Assurance, Vision Oriented,
Empowered Workforce

Learn more about using proper
PPE to protect your own health
& safety.

Look for and scan the QR codes
throughout the newsletter for
more fun content.

ELSNER introduces
ConnectCare3 a new wellness
program.
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THIS MONTH
HIGHLIGHTS

A Message from the President/CEO
 by Bert Elsner II

Happy New Year! Well, happy new Fiscal Year anyway.
Our fiscal year ended September 30th. 



STOP
WEAR YOUR

PPE GEAR

Chemical clothing and encapsulating suits are used when there are vapor, gas, and other airborne
hazards. When you're engaged in this type of work, more training is necessary, to make sure you
understand what protection is offered and how to specifically use, handle and store the
equipment.

Hazards in the workplace are a fact of life. Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) is one of the best ways to protect your own health and safety. There
are over 75 OSHA Standards that address the need and use for PPE.
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Below are some of the noteworthy PPE and their importance. It is not an all-inclusive list!

by ELSNER Safety Committee

At a minimum, ELSNER always requires the use of safety glasses and close-
toed shoes in the Shop. There are several other areas that require additional
PPE, such as the Weld Shop and ELSNER Technical Center. Be sure to
consult your supervisor if you are unsure of your PPE requirements. 

Gloves protect your hands from chemicals, rough or sharp parts and a wide range of skin
protection. Keep in mind that there are literally hundreds of different types of gloves, each
designed for a specific purpose, so select the proper glove for the job.

Boots and safety shoes are good personal protective equipment. Even if your job doesn't require
steel toed safety shoes, leather topped shoes can provide a degree of protection from chemical
splashes, petroleum products and small cuts, bruises and abrasions. Your shoes should be in good
condition and the soles of the shoes should be slip resistant. Keep your footwear in good condition
and always clean off your shoes before climbing ladders or getting into vehicles. Grease or
slippery shoes can create accidents.

Hard Hats protect your head from low hanging or falling objects. Wear hard hats as they were
intended to be worn and never make modifications to your hat, such as drilling air holes in the
sides. Bump caps are made of lesser quality plastic and are not engineered for falling objects or
impacts. Bump caps are used in areas where there are bump hazards and not falling objects. 

Respirators protect you against a wide variety dusts, fumes, gases, vapors, and many other health
hazards. One of the most misused respirators in industry is the dust mask. It's designed only for
certain types of dust, but many people believe it's good for any type of hazard. A dust mask cannot
be used for spray painting or other types of vapors. Each specific hazard must have the proper
respirator that provides protection for that hazard. Proper fitting of respiratory equipment and the
wearing of equipment as it was intended is equally important.

GLOVES:

BOOTS & SAFETY SHOES:

HARD HATS:

CHEMICAL CLOTHING:

RESPIRATORS:

continued on page 3...



Wearing Correct PPE 
is the Key:

Ear protectors may be either
earplugs or earmuffs. 

Earplugs should be made of soft
material such as neoprene, as hard
fixed material can injure the canal. 

Ear protectors, in effect, reduce noise
levels at the inner ear. Ear protection is

particularly important when noise
exposures cannot be controlled

adequately by environmental changes. 

Being exposed to constant
noise can cause pain and
even nausea when the
exposure is severe.

Hearing loss does not
discriminate, even young
people in the workplace can
be affected.

Protect your hearing by
wearing PPE that has a good
seal between the surface of
the skin and the surface of
the ear.

Hearing
Protection is a

sound investment

Protect What You Hear With the
Right PPE Gear

Long term exposure to loud noise 
can lead to tinnitus and other hearing problems.

Unlike eyes that can shut, 
ears cannot protect themselves from loud noises.

If any of these conditions exist, contact your
supervisors or a member of the safety committee

so appropriate action can be taken. 

Protect Your Hearing At Work:
Determine the Level of Noise

Is it necessary to speak very loud or
shout to be understood?

Have you heard noises and ringing
noises in your ears at the end of the
workday?

Does speech or music sound muffled to
you after leaving work but sounds fairly
clear in the morning?

If you are unsure whether or not your safety glasses or goggles are
the proper type, or if they are ever damaged or lost, please report to 

All eye and face protection devices, such as safety
glasses, goggles, and face shields must be marked
that they meet or exceed the test requirements
of ANSI Z87.1-1989. The marking is typically
located somewhere on the frame of the glasses.

Safety glasses used to protect workers from
flying objects must also have side protectors built
into the design, or attachable side shields that
meet the above referenced ANSI standard, to
prevent objects and particles from injuring your
eyes from the sides. Flimsy “slide-on” side shields
are not acceptable substitutes. 

Workers needing corrective lenses must either
wear approved safety glasses with prescription
lenses and frames that meet or exceed the above-
referenced ANSI standard, or wear approved
goggles designed to be worn over their regular
prescription glasses that meet the ANSI standard.

Here are some of the major requirements of the OSHA
standards for eye and face protection that help
protect you and me: 

Protecting the eyes and face from
hazards is extremely important
considering all of the organs and
soft white tissue in the area. 

Think of some excuse you have
used (or heard others use) for not
wearing your eye protection: they
are not comfortable; they are
dirty; they fogged up , you were
going to be doing a hazardous task

your supervisor at once so we
can take appropriate action
where needed. Because as we
discussed earlier, you could be
injured, or even lose your sight,
in the blink of an eye!

Why Are Safety Glasses So Important?

for just a few seconds and did not want to stop and put them on . . . 

While you may think some or all of these excuses sound like good
reasons for not wearing your safety glasses at work, consider what
could happen if an accident occurred and injured one or both of your
eyes. Is it worth risking injury, or even blindness, for any one of those
reasons? Absolutely not!
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by Joe Despines
ASSEMBLY NEWS
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Our team really gets

into their work!

carols are currently being played at Peach’s desk.

We had a FAT on the 27th of October for an ENR-G3-48

that went extremely well.  That machine has been used for

production, tested, re-fitted, tested again, used for more

production, and is now set up for the customer's material.

We almost hate to see it go as it was a great backup for

the ETC G3. 

We have started work on an EMF for a new customer and

soon will begin working on another EMF for an additional

new customer. Work on the new low-cost ENR will be

finished towards the end of this year and we will be

starting on an ENR-G3-48 after that.

Two Paco machines are up next to be refurbished and two

new Paco machine builds are also in the works. 

In addition, our V-5-48 will be getting a core hopper

installed and a rebuild of the  ETC V-4-30 is a possibility

after the new year.

Welcome November, the official start of

the holiday season! Thanksgiving will be

here before you know it and Christmas

Last month we made an improvement

on our assembly floor by adding a

patriot-themed barrier, created by

Shane in the Weld Shop and Matt

back in Paint, to store the battery

chargers and maintenance material

in for our electric tow motors. 

Assembly Floor Updates:

Work in the ETC is

moving along, with a

lot of orders for the G3

and the V-5 continues

to crank out kraft

paper rolls. In October 

we moved a Butler Automatic Splicer behind the G3 and

since then the machine has been putting out between

12,000 and 15,000 rolls per day.

It also keeps us from accidentally

running into the chargers with the

tow motors,  helps keep the cords off

of the floor and functions as storage

for the crane spreader bar. So it

wound up being a multi-purpose item

while helping to clear out the scrap

bin giving the weld shop more room.  

It looks pretty awesome and is really

appreciated, thank you fellows  



We have reached the
November 14th goal date set
for the shop to complete all
parts for the EMF machine
(162,000). 

I am happy to announce that
we have (except for a few
odds and ends) met the target
date set for us. Thanks to
Production Control for
accurately scheduling what
was needed for the shop to
accomplish this. 

Assembly has what they need
to start the build and the shop
will continue to support them
when issues arise.

MACHINE SHOP
UPDATES
B y  R a n d y  S t a u b
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Our next few projects are the Butler Splicer
(164,000) and a Core Hopper for a V-5
(158,000) both of which have a mid-December
due date. Also, we are working very hard to
achieve 100% on time 
deliveries for Sales orders,
Contract machining jobs 
and Paco parts. This is 
very important to the 
Shop. We are 
working towards a
goal of being weeks 
ahead of these due 
dates whenever possible.

EMF Parts Goal Reached:

James Wheeler has been training on the
“large mills” and is picking things up
quickly. 
Collin Lyston has been helping out in the
Tech Center, learning new things and
doing a great job. 
Dave Leese has been training and
successfully running The Doosan Lathe
477, allowing Tyke Shubert to help out in
Programming. 

We are taking advantage of the slower
schedule to do some cross-training in the
Shop. 

Thanks to all who are taking on new things. 

What Projects are up Next:

Training in Progress:



Root Cause and Corrective Actions
Value Added Activities
Process Mindsets

We highlighted three areas that will help us achieve success; 

Over the last several weeks all the shop employees have gone through this training. We will continue these
discussions over the next few weeks as well. We want to calibrate our understanding to ensure we all hear the
same things when we talk about improvements. Working together as a team we can make a significant
difference in how we approach and fix our challenging issues. 

Our new Quality Management System is getting a jump start this month. New auditors for our processes are
being assigned and will go through training to ensure we know what to look for in the audit process. As we
continue to launch our QMS at ELSNER, we will be providing additional training on “Why and How” this system
will work. All of us need to work together to make the system effective and efficient. If you see any additional
opportunities to improve something in the process, please share them with the CI department.

Our machine builds are all on schedule. Thanks to the whole team for making the effort to support these tasks.
We will all succeed together. 
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B y  C h a r l i e  S l a y t o n

UPDATES IN MANUFACTURING

During our service awards ceremony, I shared the
need for us to focus on Efficiency in what we do
and Finding Improvements in how we do those
things. 

MARKETING NEWS:
B y :  P o l l y  P a t r o n o

Hello all. I am the new marketing coordinator and I'm happy to be
at ELSNER, I am still learning all there is to learn about ELSNER
machines and processes. 

My job is to support sales and make sure the world knows about ELSNER. 

You can help with that too by liking our social media pages!

If you feel comfortable with doing so, like the Facebook, Instagram and/or LinkedIn
pages and engage with us. We are always posting content on happenings at ELSNER,
upcoming Trade Shows, and promoting new ELSNER machinery and services. 

Liking and Sharing the posts will help us grow the ELSNER brand. With social 
media, engagement helps the channel know what to push out to people. 

If you have any ideas for content (ex: video, blog, testimonials, pictures, etc. ) 
feel free to contact me. Thanks for making me feel welcome!

Help us grow

Click the icons on the picture to go directly to our social medial pages.

https://www.instagram.com/elsnereng/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/elsner-engineering-works-inc-/mycompany/
https://www.facebook.com/ELSNERENG/


Crissy
Stambaugh
Production

Coordinator

We recently had the open enrollment for the
2022-2023 benefits year and if you missed it or
want to review it again you can 
access the video via this link: 
https://youtu.be/BNtV4p71OC8

The 2022 company meeting in
September was also recorded
and that link can be found here:
https://youtu.be/DG1OHM-BzzI
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IT NEWS:
B y :  P a u l  Z a r t m a n

Greetings from the IT
Department,
I will keep things short and sweet
this month.

"All hands on"All hands on"All hands on

deck to meetdeck to meetdeck to meet

the buildthe buildthe build

completioncompletioncompletion

date..."date..."date..."    

That'sThat'sThat's   
AAA   

Snap !Snap !Snap !

Did you snap a photo of a team-building experienceDid you snap a photo of a team-building experience

or take a candid photo here at ELSNER?or take a candid photo here at ELSNER?  
  

Email them along with a description of your photo toEmail them along with a description of your photo to   

Tiffanie at tdanner@elsnereng.com.Tiffanie at tdanner@elsnereng.com.
  

Your submission just might make it into the next newsletter!Your submission just might make it into the next newsletter!

"Training classes"Training classes"Training classes

taught by Charlietaught by Charlietaught by Charlie

Slayton."Slayton."Slayton." Morgan
Stonesifer

CI Associate

CHECK ITCHECK ITCHECK IT
OUT!OUT!OUT!

Other than that, you will see a couple of
Phishing training emails come out that are
from KnowBe4. They should come from an
ELSNER email address, and they are safe. 

The KnowBe4 training is something
insurance companies require these days and
as I have said before I hand-pick the classes
and keep them as to the point as possible
while being entertaining. The knowledge is
applicable not only at work but also to your
personal life, as the training is focused on
people who try to scam others out of
information or money. 

Thank You, 
Paul “The IT Guy” Zartman

https://youtu.be/BNtV4p71OC8
https://youtu.be/BNtV4p71OC8
https://youtu.be/DG1OHM-BzzI
https://youtu.be/DG1OHM-BzzI
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Dan attended the World Filtration Congress
in San Diego and met some players in the
filtration market.

Kirk walked the ISSA show, an event focused
on cleaning products, and interacted with a
number of existing customers and a few new
potentials. 

Jay and Dan covered the ELSNER booth at
Pack Expo in Chicago. We had a large PACO
display as part of the booth and this received
good attention. We are still correcting some
“but Paco is out of business” perception and
are doing all we can to spread the word. 

Jay just returned from New Orleans where
he covered the ELSNER tabletop at the
Hygienix conference. This is a smaller event,
but provided contact to some key target
customers in medical nonwovens. A
surprising take-away was that the average
American consumes one credit card worth of
plastic every week. Plastic is everywhere
and many of the talks at the conference
discussed changes we need to make to
improve our world. 

Jay is headed to Europe to cover the GO!
Wipes conference in Amsterdam in early
December. This will be combined with visits
to potential and existing customers in
Denmark and Germany.

The Tech Center continues to
improve operations completing
our most profitable month in
quite some time. 

We continue with a healthy
backlog of kraft paper orders.

We have completed a (200) roll
order of Frank’s Jumbo 

         wipes. The customer was 
         so pleased, they issued 
         repeat orders for the next 
         3 months. We hope 
         Frank’s Wipes catch
         on with other local 
         companies. 

Sales News
B y :  J a y  R o t h

We are pleased to announce that Kirk has sold the first (2) ‘new’
PACO machines. Both are MS-8 saws, used to cut forming tubes
to length as they are wound, and we are excited to use these to
better promote and launch this initiative.

PACO part sales continue at above target pace. 
You may have also seen the used 
machines we recently purchased 
from a local customer. These will be 
used to develop retrofit and upgrade 
kits for existing machines and to improve
our knowledge and experience with this
type of equipment.

It has been a busy time for trade show participation. 

Trade Show Updates:

We were pleased to be able to display a
video of our new ERB-305 bagger at
these events. We are having good
discussion with a few customers and are
helping them figure out the ROI (Return
on Investment) for this machine. 

We have climbed ahead of our
competition with this offering, as we
know a non-working version was shipped
to a US customer and 
they are unable to use 
it in 
production. 
Sales is 
working 
to bring in
customers to 
see our machine 
in action first-hand.

New ERB-305 Video:



Sales News
B y :  J a y  R o t h

Being new to the Customer Service team, I wasn’t
quite sure what to expect. Wow, is pretty much
what I got!

Being a service tech for about 20 years, I knew our Customer
Service team was important, and I needed their support many times,
but I never imagined how much they do on a daily basis. They’re not
just taking care of customer needs, but making sure our service
techs have all their travel plans and necessary paperwork ready for
them, sometimes at the last minute. 

THANK YOU CS TEAM FOR EVERYTHING YOU DO! 

Working with customers can be both challenging and rewarding.
Everyone here at ELSNER is a part of “Customer Service”. Your role
affects our customers, if you think about it, when a customer
receives/requests a part or a machine, all departments play a role in
getting it to the customer. Communication is critical. 

To help with, and better understand processes between the
Customer Service and Production Control departments, we held
meetings with the staff from both departments and are planning a
work shadow between departments. Our goal is to improve
communication between the teams and discuss suggestions for
improvements to help each department. A nice start with this was
Lyn and Rebecca joining the Assembly and Shop Gemba walks. This
gave them the opportunity to see some of the progress, processes,
and scheduling that goes on every day. Thank you Crissy for your
help with walking them through and explaining things.

I look forward to learning more about our Customer Service
processes, and the continuing challenges that it brings. 

Part of our service to our customers is our ELSNER
U training program. This program is in place for
our ENR-1000 and ENR-G3 machines. On October
12th and 13th, Kleen Test Products visited our
company for 
this training. 
They brought
in 4 operators
and their 
production 
manager. 
Thanks to Bob 
Murren, the 
training was a 
great success! 
We are getting 
more interest 
from other 
companies for 
this training, even as far as sending Bob to a
company in England for the training! 

We are working with Joe Despines, to schedule
our service techs to go through this training as
well, as it will be beneficial to all.
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A big “Thank You” to all who helped with the Hanover Middle School
tour back on October 21st! We had about (70) 5th graders visit that
day, and believe me, without your help,  this would not have been
possible! 

It’s difficult to try and make a tour somewhat interesting for that age
group, but you all did that, and then some! Charlie told me that one
of the teachers responded to him to let him know that one student
said that ”It was the best field trip they were ever on!”. Makes it all
worth it. (And somehow they even knew it was Lyn Haring’s birthday!)
Go figure! 

If anyone is interested in helping with future tours, PLEASE let me
know!

Hanover Middle School Tours ELSNER:

“I really liked the hands on part of the training, and the
in-depth training of every piece of the machine, I would
absolutely recommend this training! Great job!”                      

 

-James Bird
Production Manager, Kleen Test Products



This Month in Photos
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HR CORNER
By: Emily Kennedy

At some point in your life you may
experience a life event that would
qualify you to participate in a
Special Enrollment Period or SEP.

Loss of minimum essential coverage or
loss of federal program eligibility.

Eligible effective date:  First of the month
following enrollment.

Gaining or becoming a dependent.
Eligible effective date for becoming a
dependent through marriage, common law
marriage, civil union partner or domestic
partner: First of the month following
enrollment.
Eligible effective date for becoming a
dependent through birth or adoption: The
date of birth, adoption or placement for
adoption.

A special enrollment period is a 60-day period during
which an eligible individual may enroll in an
individual insurance plan or change from one
insurance plan to another as a result of a Qualifying
Life Event.

You may qualify for SEP if you or anyone in your
household lost qualifying health coverage in the past
60 days or expects to lose coverage in the next 60
days.

A few examples of qualifying life events are:

Have you had a
Qualifying Event?

LOSS OF
ESSENTIAL
COVERAGE

LOSS OF
COBRA

BENEFITS

MARRIAGE

BIRTH
DIVORCE OR

LEGAL
SEPARATION

PERMANENT
RELOCATION

PREVIOUS
POLICY

HOLDER
DIED

ADOPTION
NAMED
LEGAL

GUARDIAN

GAINED NEW
FOSTER
CHILD

CHANGE IN
CITIZENSHIP

NEWLY
ELIGIBLE FOR

GOV.
ASSISTANCE

Regardless of the change of coverage, if you
experience any of these Qualifying Life Events, please
speak with someone in HR as soon as possible. 

HR will be able to provide you with more information
on the documentation you need to provide for your
qualifying event.

Check out the list of 
Qualifying Life Events
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Look for more information on this program and how to enroll in the coming weeks.

Available Services

What is ConnectCare3?

The Chronic Disease Management & Prevention team consists of registered nurses, certified
health coaches, and a registered dietitian. Our team approach to preventing and managing 
chronic conditions provides you with access to resources and expertise all in one place. 

ConnectCare3 is a confidential benefit provided to employees and their dependents covered under the
health plan at no additional cost. ConnectCare3 has no affiliation with any insurance carrier or hospital
system. We aim to provide callers with positive health outcomes on their health and wellness journey.

Work one-on-one with our Tobacco Cessation coaches to achieve and maintain a tobacco-free life. 

The nurse navigators are available to work with patients who have received a medical diagnosis 
that requires a specialist. Our nurses can provide education on a diagnosis and treatments,
physician options, and can help patients prepare for physician appointments. 

The patient advocates are the first line of contact when reaching out to ConnectCare3. They also
assist our clinical team with conducting research. 

Our registered dietitians will help patients to understand the connection between diet and health 
by completing a thorough nutritional assessment and providing healthy meal plans and alternatives.

Nurse Navigation

Patient Advocacy

Tobacco Cessation

Nutrition Education

Chronic Disease Management & Prevention

ELSNER Introduces ConnectCare3
Empowering a healthier workforce.

ELSNER is introducing a new benefits program this year that will replace the HealthCheck360 program from
previous years. This program features the benefits listed below as well as a Wellness component that is
managed through the ConnectCare3 Platform and App. The Wellness program has many of the same benefits
as HealthCheck360, like Wellbeing Challenges, HealthyU Learning Modules, personalized goals and a Health
Information Library. The Wellness Platform and App will be available starting January 1, 2023. This program
is also open to all employees, regardless of being enrolled in health insurance coverage or not.

As always, if you have questions on this or any other benefit program, please contact HR.



Employee SpotlightEmployee SpotlightEmployee Spotlight
November 2022November 2022November 2022

Name: Travis Walker
Position: Mechanical Engineer
Employee Since: 2015

Favorite Part of Job: 
My favorite part of my job is interacting with the guys on the floor, both
fabrication and assembly, I enjoy designing the equipment and
producing drawings that they can use to make or assemble the parts.

Hobbies: 
I have been married since 2005 and we have 4 children. I enjoy
spending time with our kids and attending their events, as well as doing
home improvement projects. I am also involved with different activities
at my church.

Fun Facts: 
My wife is from New Brunswick (Canada, not New Jersey). I enjoy
spending at least a week every year there and especially driving
through northern Maine to get there.
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NOW THAT'S NOW THAT'S FUNNY!!FUNNY!!
MARK YOUR
CALENDAR
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Bulletin Board

Nov. 7th-21st - Open Enrollment
Nov. 24th-25th- Closed for Thanksgiving Holiday

December 7th - ELSNER Holiday Luncheon
December 23rd & 26th - Closed for Christmas Holiday

Please mark your calendars for these upcoming
ELSNER events. More information to follow.

November

December



Can you find the answer to
this question from one of
the articles in this months
newsletter? 

QUESTIONS ON THIS
NEWSLETTER?

CONTACT TIFFANIE FOR
ASSISTANCE 

Email or call Tiffanie with
your answers to be entered
into a drawing for a gift card.

The winner will be
announced in the next
month's newsletter.

THIS MONTH IN THE
SUGGESTION BOX:

Connect with ELSNER on our 
Social Media Platforms to learn

more information about the
company and see what we are up to!

NEWSLETTER
TRIVIA:

Wondering how to access the Employee Handbook?
Interested in catching up on the prior month's
newsletter? Searching for a form? Use the ELSNER
Intranet! 
What is the intranet? It's an online portal used for
sharing information, collaboration tools, operational
systems and much more.

To access the Elsner Intranet, go to
ElsnerCareers.com, or scan the QR
code, then click on "Intranet Login"
and enter the password that is
posted on the bulletin boards around
ELSNER.

QUESTION:

 Trivia Winner for 
last month is:

Harry Reiblich
Please see Tiffanie to
collect your gift card.

What is the model of
the two new PACO
machines sold by the
sales team?

There were no questions or suggestions in

the suggestion box this month.

Click the icons to go directly to our social medial pages.

https://www.facebook.com/ELSNERENG/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/elsner-engineering-works-inc-/mycompany/
https://vimeo.com/elsnervideos
https://www.instagram.com/elsnereng/

